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Abstract

This study had Lwo primary aims. The first was to
obtain temporal reliabiliLy in measures of individual

differences in susceptibility to proactive interference
(PI). The second aim, was to examine the relationships

between the measures of susceptibifíty to pI and

measures of frontal lobe functioning, and Lo assess the

underlying mechanism whi-ch miqht account for the roci
of Pf. fn Phase L, 9I subjects were presented with
eight blocks of three 12-word lists on two separate

days and were tested for recall. The relationships

beLween the measures of pI susceptibifiLy, (Trial L -
Trial 3 ) / fria] I, and measures of f rontal l-obe

functioning, the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST) and

verbal fluency, were examined. Temporal reliability

was established and pf measures did correlat.e with
verbal fluency but. not wit.h the WCST. In phase 2, loci
of Pr were examined from breadth of activation and t.ime

of act.ivation perspectives. Seventy sub¡ects were

presented with five blocks of four 15 word tists on

three separate days. Time of activation was examined

by presenting word tists from the same category

separated by 0, I, or 2 word lists from other
categ-ories. Breadth of activation was performed by

shifting t.o a different. cat.egory or subcategory on
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Lì^L-r illrSra.o_Lrshing Reliabi J_i t.y

7Trial 4' ExpecLed differences between high and .owsusceptibiliLy groups' based on Lhe suscepLrbiliLy
measures obtained in phase I, were not found for thetime of activation hypothesis. For the breadth ofactivaLion ìrypothesis marginal resulLs were olctained.
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Establishing Reliability and Loci of Effect for

Individual Differences in Susceptibility to

Proactive Interference

In 1959, Peterson and Peterson illust.rated t.hat.

material which is briefly presented to individuals is

quickly forgott.en when rehearsal is prevented. They

presented subjects with syllables made up of three

consonants and measured recall performance at different

intervals, namely 3 , 6, 9 , L2 , 15, and 1-B seconds .

During these intervals subjects counted backwards by

threes or fours from a given number. At. the end of the

interval, they were asked to recall the three consonant

syllable. The results indicated thaL recall

performance decreased significantly as a function of

time. That is, subjects' recall performance, or

averaqe/ was significantly better aL the 3-second

interval than at t.he l-B-second inLervaf .

Proactive interference. Keppel and Underwood

(1962) explained t.hat the rapid l-oss of items from

memory in t.he Pet.erson and pet.erson (1959) paradigm was

due largely to massive amounts of proactive

interference (PI). PI is said to occur when previously

presented material interferes or impedes recalt of more

recently presented material. Keppel and Und,erwood

demonstrated that recall performance drops off rapidly
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across a series of t.rials when t.he retenLion intervaf
is held constant. Their anarysis of the peterson and

Peterson resurts drew heavily from an influential
analysis of interference effects by underwood (!g57 ) .

To estal¡lish pI, the following procedure is
normally performed. subjecLs are shown a few words,

normally three or four, from the same semantic category
and are instructed to commit them Lo memory. Next, a

distractor task, usually counting backward,s by threes,
is ímposed to prevent rehearsal. Following this
ret.ention interval, subjects are asked to recall the
words - AlLhough their memory is good in the fírst
t.ria1, performance declines rapidly as new words from
the same cateqory are presented on subsequenL t.riars.

fn an important study, Wickens, Born, and Allen
(1963) demonstrated that the build-up of pr is class
specific, because shifting class to some different
semantic category resul-ts in significant increases in
recall performance. For example, switching from the
semantic category "t.ypes of trees" for the pr build-up
trials to "types of dweÌ1ings,, as t.he release triaf
produces an increase in performance. This increase in
performance with a semantic cat.egory shift is known as

release from pf . Based on this, Wi_ckens and his
students used the Keppel and Underwood (Lg62) findings
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to develop a procedure for investigaLing encoding

categories or encoding dimensions. They demonstrated

that the build-up of pr and subsequent release from pr

can occur when the shift from the pr build-up trials to
the release t.rial is made to an opposite end of the
class, such as in semantic differential categories, or
when the shift is made to a new class, that is, from

one concept Lo another. wickens et aI, s. main argumenL

was that the build-up of pI was a reflection of
fundamental attributes of encoding.

rnitially, Lhis pr paradigm was stud,ied using word

triads (Peterson & peterson, 1959; Wickens, LgiO).
However, it was shown by craik and Birtwist.le (Lg7L)

that Pr builds up and releases similarly in a series of
triafs with longier lists of words drawn from the same

concept.ual categ-ory. In their study, Craik and

Birtwistle used lists of 15 words. subjects were asked

to recall the last four words first followed by all of
Lhe remaininq words in any order. The same patt.ern of
Pr build-up and release occurred. with this paradigm,

which did not include a formal retention interval task.
IL shoufd be noted that, unLil the Craik and

Birtwistfe (197I) study, it was accepted by most

researchers that the pet.erson and peterson (i_959 )

paradigm was a short-term memory task. However, the

ty
10
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result.s of the st.udy performed by craik and Birtwistle
sugg-ested that t.he peterson and peterson paradigm

reflected long-t.erm memory differences since the amount

of time used to present the 15 word lists,

approximately 40 seconds, is much longer than the i-o to
15 seconds normally associat.ed with short-term memory.

More recently, researchers have obtained measures

of PI with broader idea units r.lsing brief prose

passaqes (Blumenthal & Robbins, L977 ) and television
news it.ems (Gunter, I9'79; Gunter, Berry, & Clif ford,
1981; Gunter, Clif f ord, & Berry, 19BO ) . In t.he Gunter

et al. studies (L979, L?BL) the auLhors reporLed Lhat

subj ects were presented t.riads of tel-evision news

items, for example world news, and tesLed for recall of
items following an interpolated dist.ract,or Lask.

Build-up of Pr occurred over trial-s. when the type of
news item was shifted on a critical trial to, for
example, sports, release from pf resulted. While

Wickens (I970) focused on the build-up of and release
from PI with individual items of small sets, Lhese

st.udies revealed that. the build-up and release of pr

also occur with broader idea units.

fndividual differences . Dempster ( 1985 )

questioned if Pr coufd be demonstrated when conditions
of Lopic similarity were vari-ed and more carefully
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controlled using materials t.hat would simulate

connected discourse. He also wanted to discover if

susceptibifity to PI was an individual difference

variable. The first aim of his study was to determine

if learning in the classroom set.t.ing could be

inf luenced by PI . The second aim was t.o examine the

relationship between individual differences in

susceptibi-lity to Pr and measures of achievement on the

American College Test (ACT) entrance exams.

DempsLer (1985) presented his subjects with six
blocks of four 19-word sentences. The first three
sentences in each l¡lock were related t.o the same topic
and began with the same word. The fourth sentence

began with a different word and dealt with a different
topic. For example, in the first block, subjects were

presented three sentences beginning with t.he word.

"anxiety" and Lhe fourth sentence beg-an with the word

"clans. " Averaging performance across the six brocks

f or all subj ects yielded the typical pat.t.ern of pI

build-up and release. That is, retention decreased

from approximately seven words on Trial r, to five and

four words on Trral 2 and Trial 3 respectivety, and

performance jumped to eight words on Trial 4, the
release trial.
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Collapsing the data across the six blocks,

Dempst.er (1985) established measures of individual

differences in susceptibrlity t.o PI j-n the following

manner: Sus, = (Trial L - Trial 2) / Trl-al L, t.hus

expressing individual differences in susceptibilrt.y to

PI as a proportional drop in performance across trials

on the same topic. Dempster could have used Sus, =

(Trial L - Trial 3) / Trial 1 to establish measures of

individual differences in susceptibility Lo pI.

However, he arg'ued t.he former was more appropriate

because most of the decrease in recall performance

occurred between Trial 1 and Trial 2. Dempster found

that this measure of indi-vidual differences in

susceptibility to PI correlated significantly with

various subtests of the ACT, namely, Mat.hematics Usage

(r= -.51), Social Science Reading (r= -.57), and

Nat.ural Science Reading (r= - . 50 ) . That. is, subj ects

who showed the highest, levels of suscepLibility to pI

had lower scores on t.he ACT. It should also be not.ed

that the correlation between the suscepLibilit.y measure

and Trial 1 performance was quit.e weak (r= -. j_6) . In

addition, Trial l- reca1l correlated weakly with aCf

scores (r= .15 Lo r= .32) . Dempster concluded t.hat

correlat.j-ons beLween the ACT and the susceptibifity

measures were not due to gteneral memory ability or Ie,

ty

l3
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l¡ut to the ef fects of PI .

Dempster (1985) proposed that his findings were

imporLant for several reasons. First, they sugg-ested

PI may be a coÍrmon cause of everyday learning problems

and were a first step in identifying the kinds of

material that are most sensitive to pI. Second,

because of t.he impressive correfations between the

individual differences in susceptibility to pf measures

and ACT scores, individual differences in

susceptibifity t.o PI may be an importanL source of

differences in scholastic achievement since they do not.

appear att.ribut.able to qeneral memory ability. Such a

link between general íntellectual performance and

susceptíbility to interference has theoretical and

educational- implications. Finally, Dempster sug,gested

that. possible loci of PI may be found in the prì_ming

and act.ivation processes or in t.he time course of
priming and activat.ion processes.

Dempster's (1985) use of the Lerm ,,activated"

refers to a concept from spreading activation models of

memory. This t.ype of model views semantic memory as a

network of units of information, each associated with
many other units of information (Anderson, 1983 ) . When

one unit is primed, for example, by being retrieved, it
activates associated units, bringing them int.o working
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memory and increasing their likelihood of being

retrieved. However, if too many units of information

are activat.ed, they compete for retrieval and inhibit

retrieval of the target. item (postman & Keppel, L977).

To fo}low up on Dempster's (1985) findíngs and

suggestions, several studies have recently been

completed in Mclntyre's laboratory (,f . S. McfnLyre,

personal communication , March 24, i993 ) witfi mixed

results. Five of these studies wí11 now be discussed

in some detail.

The purpose of the first. experiment (Reisdorf &

Mclntyre, L9B7 ) was to identify the underlying basic
processing strategies that lead to consistent

individual differences in susceptibility t.o pI. It was

surmised that there were two possil¡le reasons some

individuals might be more vul-nerabl_e to pf ef fects.

The first was that, once activated, concepLual

categories may stay highly activated for a longer
period in individuals more suscepLible to pr. Evidence

exists that PI dissipates in Wickens-t.ype paradigms

solely as a function of time. In fact, a rest interval

of two minutes between Trials 3 and 4 is usually

sufficient to produce release from pI (Loess & Waugh,

1-967 ) in the same way as changing conceptual

caLegories. Therefore, it was hypothesized that. hiqhly
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susceptible individuals hold concepts longer in the

memory system yielding overall greater interference

from recently experienced events.

The second possibifity was that hiqhly susceptible

individuals may have boundaries between categories and

concepts t.hat are noL as clearly defined as in low

susceptible individuals. This hypothesis stipulat.ed

that, when a broadly defined concept is activated by

highly susceptible individuals, it is more líkely to

overÌap with subsequently presented maLerials than

would be the case for low suscepLible individuals.

To examíne both hypotheses, it was decided that

the categorized list. presentations of Craik and

Birt.wistle (L97L) would be more appropriate than the

sentence materials of Dempster (1985). This is

primarily because it is much easier to manipulate word

Iists than sentences and allows for more precise

cont.rol over t.he construction of the lists . Subj ects

received five blocks of four trials of 20-word lists in

a PI build-up and release sequence on each of t.hree

days. The first block of each day became the base for

measuring' individual differences in susceptibility to

PI, while the remaining four blocks allowed for tesLs

of the time versus breadth of activation hypotheses.

t.y

I6'
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To test the time of activation hypothesis,

categorized lists of words on Trial 1 of a block were

first presented and then, the number of intervening

trials were varied with lists from other categories

before a second list drawn from the Trial 1 category

was presented. The number of intervening lists varied

from 0 to 1 to 2. If high susceptible individuals have

concepts activated for a longer period, Lhen there

should be a suscepLrbrlÍty group by number of

intervening lists interaction in performance. To test

the breadth of activation hypothesis, list.s within a

block were constructed so that. a subtle shift within a

category would occur between Trial 3 and Trial 4 in the

first block of each day. For example, the shift might

be from wild to domesLic animals -

Individual differences in susceptibility to PI

were calculat.ed by the measure Sus. averaged across the

first block of each day. Based on t.his measure, groups

of high and low PT susceptibles were formed on a median

split. basis. The groups were then compared in terms of

their performance across trials on the remaining test

blocks. The results did not support. either hypothesis.

Assuming there was insufficient. stabilit.y in the

measure of PI susceptibility, the second experiment

(Reisdorf ç tttclntyre, 1-9BB ) was similar to the f irst

ty
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except that the number of bl-ocks was increased from

three to six. Again, flo significant. comparisons were

obt.ained between the low and high susceptible groups.

SubsequenLly, Jongsma and Mclntyre (I992)

attempt.ed t.o find out whether reliable individual

differences in measures of susceptibifity Lo pI could

be esLablished across time or testing circumstances.

Both the Craik and BirLwistle (197L) and Dempster

(1985) paradigms were used. SubjecLs received five

blocks of four sentences, taken from Dempster,s st.udy,

followed by four blocks of four lists of the Craik and

Birt.wistle type on each of two days. This procedure

aflowed for the development of four independent.

measures of susceptibility, one for each task and day

combination. Additionally, the Pf susceptibifity

scores for each task for t.he two days were combined

yielding six PI susceptibility scores. None of the

important correlations in t.his study approached

significance suggesting that the measure of pI

susceptibitity has neither t.he desired t.emporal nor

across-t.ask st.ability to warrant it being called a true

individual difference variable.

FronLal lobe functioninq. The next experiment

(Hau, 1993 ) obtained it.s impetus from a Dempster (Ig92)

review paper in which he outlined a general
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relationship between frontal lobe functioning and

interference phenomena. Dempster proposed that

resistance to interference is a major factor in

cognitive development and ag,ing, and t.hat it is

associated with the operation of t.he frontaf cortex of

the brain.

Dempster (L992 ) based his proposal on three facts;
(a) that. recent advances in neuroscience have suqg-ested

that Lhe frontal lobes play an importanL rol_e in t.he

abilit,y to control interference from both external and

internal sources, (b) that the frontal cortex is slow

to develop and is one of the first brain regions to

show signs of deteríoration later in 1ife, and (c) that.

the number and variet.y of interference-sensitive tasl<s

that require the suppression of irrelevant stimuli or
responses for effective performance are much g'reater

t.han is commonly believed.

Support for DempsLer,s proposition comes from

Hasher and Zacks (1988) who suggested that one reason

older adults may show grreater sensitivity to
inLerference sensitive tasks is due to lowered

inhibition. That is, one reason for which older adufts
may display inferior performance on memory Lasks is
because of a decline in their ability to control
interf erence ef f ect.s.
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Additional support comes from Craik, Morris,

Morris, and Loewen (1990) who examined the relationship

between normal aging, source amnesia, and frontal lobe

funct.ioning within a group of normal adults. Using the

Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST) and measures of

verbal fluency, they found t.hat source afiìnesia was

correlated with both the WCST (r = .53) and verbal

fluency (r = -.38). The WCST has been found especially

sensitive to frontal lobe disorders. It has al-so been

shown that ol-der adults show significantly impaired

performance on the WCST when compared to youngler adults

(Dempster, L992).

It is important t.o note that the substantial

amounts of source anìrlesia Craik et al . (19 9 0 ) f ound in

the elderly do not simply reflect some gTeneral

cognitive impairment. This is because mean IQ scores

did not. correlate reliably wit.h source amnesia. Craik

et al. concluded that the normal aging process is

associated with a reduction in Lhe efficiency of

frontal- Iobe functioning and that t.his impaired

funcLioning is manifested as an increased liability to

make source amnesic errors.

fL can be seen then, Lhat Dempster's (L992)

proposition allowed for a clear prediction that

individual differences in suscepLibifity to Pf should
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be correlated with measures of frontal lobe

functioning. Therefore, Hau (1993) presented 65

subjects with Dempster,s (1985) paradigm, Craik and

Birtwistf e's (L91L) parad,igm, and two est.ablished

measures of frontal lobe functioning, the WCST and

verbal- fluency. since the wcsr and measures of verbal
fluency are j-ndicators of ment.al flexibitity and

cognitive functioning t.hat reflect sensitivity to
int.erference, performance on these tasks shourd be

correlated with measures of suscept.ibility to pI.

Measures of individual differences i_n

suscept.ibi-lity to pf for both memory tasks were

obtained usì-ng both Sus, and Susr. Given that
reliabirity had been previousry difficult to estabfish
it was believed that using both measures might

all-eviate this problem. These measures were then

correlated with the perseverative responses of Lhe wcsT

and the measures of verbal fluency. some support (one

out of four r's) for the refiability of pI

suscepLibilì-ty measures across tasks was obtained
representing the first clear indication of reliabiti_ty
of Pr susceptibility measures. A significant
correlation was obtained bet.ween the sus., measures for
the DempsLer and Lhe Craik and Birtwistle paradigms (r

= .30). AddiLionally, significant correlations were
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found between the word list pr susceptibility measures

and the perseverative responses on t.he WCST (r = .31

and r = .25) These correlations support, in part,
Dempster's (1992) sugçlestion that measures of front.al
lobe funct ioning do relate t.o other interference
sensitive tasks. However, none of Lhe pI

suscept.ibility measures correlated with verbaÌ fruencv
performance.

Encouraged by the supportive results of this
st.udy, in t.he most recent experiment, Hau and Mcrntyre
(1993) attempted t.o obtain temporal reliability in
measures of individual- differences in susceptibilì_Ly to
PI using the Craik and Birt.wistle (t97I) paradigm.

subjects were presented with five blocks of three L2-

word lists on three separate days. Additionally, on

each of the t.hree days, subjecLs were given a four-
arternative forced choice vocabulary test on 25 it.ems

drawn from the Reader's Digest. and a measlire of verbal
fluency was obtained by having subjects iterat.e words

to f ive let.ters for 30 second.s. Finally, on each day,

subjects were presented two lists of words in a part.

list cui-ng ret.rieval blocking paradigm (See Roediger &

Neely, r9B2 for a furr description of the paradigm and

related research) A total of 7O subjects participated
in the study; however, data for onry those 42 subjects
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who were native English speaking were analyzed.

rndividual differences to pr were calculated for
each of t.he three days using both Sus, and Sus,,. This

allowed for the cal-cul-ation of six susceptibility
measures. Additionally, the d,ata were collapsed across
the three days and overal-r susceptibirity measures were

calculated, yielding a totar of eight suscepLibility
measures. rnter-correrat.ions of these susceptibiriLy
measures resulted in 10 of 15 significant correlat.ions
for the susceptibirity measures (these significant r,s
rangred form .65 to .27) . Thus, meaningful support was

est.abl-ished for reliability of pI susceptibility
measures across days on t.he same task. Additionally,
day t.o day measures of vocabulary and verbal fluency
were highly correlated (r ranging from .85 to .60)

suggest.inq high reliability within these measures. A

Pr suscepLibilì-Ly measure was arso calculat.ed for the
part,-set cuing- paradigm. While Lhere was little
stability in this measure across d,ays, the overall
suscept.ibility measures for the two paradigms were

correlated (r = .29) .

The general outcomes of the studies completed in
Mcrntyre's laborat.ory suggesL t.hat susceptibility to pr

may be an individual difference phenomenon as was

proposed by Dempster (1985) . However, finding both

ty
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temporal and cross task stability has been elusive and

the relationships obtained Lo date, while significant,
have not been overwhelming in comparison to normal

expectations of reliability. That is, the correfations
just achieved significance and exprained only Bz to L2z

of t.he variance.

There are several possible explanations why

reliabiliLy has been dífficult to achieve consistently.
First, it would appear that a basement effect i-n some

subjects may be det.rimentally affecting the

susceptibility measures. That is, if mean performance

for Trial 1 across blocks is too row, Lhen performance

on subsequent trials will not be significantly

different from Trial 1 and thus, measures of
susceptibilrty to pI would be meaningless.

Additionally, it becomes impossible to compare t.hese

individuals with those who perform strongly on Trial 1.

To evaluaLe t.he negative impact of poor Trial L

performance on t.he correlational rel_ationships

expected, subjects who in Hau and Mclntyre (1993)

achieved a recafl performance at least equal to the
mean recall performance of all subjects were selected
for a second analysis. This result.ed in the selection
of 25 subjects for this anarysis and yielded more

significant correl-ations and the correrations in
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themselves were strongrer, explainingr crose to 40eo of
the variance. Additionally, using shorter list.s of
words appears to increase overall recall performance on

Trial 1. rt seems that a reasonable level of Trial L

performance is necessary to meaningfully pursue

d,rllerences rn PI susceptibility.

A second import.ant fact.or resides with the

background characteristics of subjects. rn all of t.he

experiments conducted in Mcrntyre' s laboratory, except.

the most recent one, there were no restrictions imposed

for the selection of subjects from int.roductory
psychologry courses. Lack of homogeneity in subjects
may affect the relationship between susceptibility
measures and other variabres. As was demonstrated, in
the Hau and Mcfntyre (L993) study, when mother tong,ue

was controlled for, the significant relationships were

more numerous. Variations in Trial 1 performance

caused by dif ferential familiarit.y with the langruage

and concept.s invol-ved clearly needs to be controlled.
Finally, it should be noted that Dempster,s (1985) hiqh
correlations were obtained with only L6 subjects.
statistical-ly, the correlations would have had to be

high L.o achieve st.andard levels of significance. Thus,

Dempster's results should be vi-ewed wit.h this in mind.
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To properly examine pI susceptibifity as an

individuat dif ference variable, homog,eneity of suÌ:,jects

in terms of language must first be ensured. secondly,

only those subjects who perform adequately on averag-e,
m-^: ^ 1 ron 'r'rrar r, should be selected for further study. once

these factors have been controlled, it mighL be

possj-ble to determine whether the build-up of pI is
based on the priming and activation processes or in the
time course of priming and activation processes as was

sugqested by Dempst.er (1985) and investigated in the
Reisdorf and McInt.yre (I9Bl, 19BB) studies. The poor

results of t.he Reisdorf and Mclntyre st.udies may be

aLtribut.ed Lo t.he problems discussed above. Therefore,

a new study to reevafuaLe their hypotheses and control
for these factors was deemed appropriate.

Considering t.he factors discussed in the preceding
paragraphs, t.his study had three aims . The f irst aim

was to obtain better temporal reliability measures of
individual differences in pr susceptibility than had

been f ound in previous st.udies . To accomplish t.his,
subjecLs were presented with eight blocks of three
lists on two separate days. Given the results of Hau

and Mclntyre (1993), there was reason t.o betieve that
reliabi-lity would be achi-eved by using L2 item word

Iists of the Craik and Birtwistle (I97L) type, and by

Ly
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select.ing- subjects who spoke English as a mother

tongue. The second aim was to provide a J¡ett,er test of
the time and breadth-of-activation hypotheses first
investigated by Reisdorf and Mclntyre (Ig87 ) by

controlling for those factors discussed above. The

third aim was, based on the rationale developed by

Dempster (I992) , to explore again the relationships

between individual differences in susceptibiliLy to pr

and performance on the WCST and verbal fluency.

To Lest the time of activation hypothesis, two

Iists from the same category were separat.ed by O, I or
2 lists from ot.her categories. If the temporal

hypothesís is correct, Lhen subjects with low

susceptibility to Pr should show as much pr as subjecLs

with hiqh susceptibility Lo pr when the paired rists
are close together, but pI should be weaker for t.hose

less susceptible as the pairs were presented farther
apart. Thus, a susceptibility group by separation
interaction was predicted.

Release from pr was also used to evaluate support
for the breadth of activation hypoLhesis. Aft.er pr had

built up over several lists from the same category, a

list. from a dif ferent category was presenLed t.o

facilitat.e release. The rerease rist was eiLher from a

total-ty different category or from a closely related

ty
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subcateg.ory. If the discrimination hypothesis is
correct, individuals with high susceptibility to pI

would not discriminate between t.he build-up categ-ory

and the release category resulting in little or no

release from Pr. rndividuals with low susceptibility
to Pr v/ere expected to display significant revels of
rerease trom Pf.

In Phase L, it was expected that measures of
individual differences in suscept.ibiri-ty to pr wourd be

significantly correlated across occasions. For t.he

second phase, it was believed that either or bot.h t.he

priming and activation processes or t.he t.ime course of
priming and activation processes would be correlated to
measures of individual differences in susceptibility to
Pf. ft was also anticipated that. measures of
perseverative responses on the wCST would be positively

correlated t.o the measures of individual differences in
susceptibilit.y to pf and thaL measures of verbal
fluency would be negatively correl_ated with pI

suscept.ibitity.

Method

This study was conducted in t.wo phases. Tn

Phase r, subject.s were presenLed with eight blocks of
three 12-word lisLs on two separate days. AL the end

of the first day, a qeneral memory questionnaire, and

lr¡
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an overall recall memory Lest were also administ.ered.

In Phase 2, subjects were presented with five blocks of
four l5-word lists and a test. of verbal fluency on each

of three separat.e days. Last.ly, they were administered

t.he WCST on a separate occasion.

Phase f

Subi ects

Ninety-one introductory psychology students, 52

females (mean age of 19.52 years) and 39 males (mean

age of 1-9 .77 ) , at the University of Manitoba who

Iearned English as their first lang-uag'e were recruited

and earned course credit for their part.icipation. No

gender restrictions were in effect. However, age was

restricted to 1-8-30 (actual range Ll - 28) years as

there is evidence (Dempster, L992) of increasingr

suscept.ibility to PI wit.h age.

Tasks and Materials

Sul¡jects were presented with eiqht. blocks of t.hree

L2 word lists of the Craik and Birtwist.le (L97I) type

on two separate days. The eight blocks of three trials
of L2 words were drawn from t.he Battig and Montag'ue

(I969 ) norms. For each category, words were randomly

selected from the Lop B0 words of Lhe norms but

excluded the f i-rst f ive. Given that the f irst f ive
words are easily generated, it j_s possible that
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subjects might recall these words by chance alone and

noL because they acLually remember them. The word,

Iists were recorded on audio cassette tape by the

experimenter. The categrories used were as follows; a)

trees, b) vehicles, c) dwellings, d) furniture, e)

reading materials, f) animals, S) weapons, h) spices,

i) crimes, j) geographical formations, k) birds, l)

kitchen utensils, m) world cities, n) occupations, o)

sporLs, and p) fish. (For complete word lists, see

Appendix A. )

Following the last block of trials, subjects were

given two minutes to complete a general memory

questionnaire (see appendix B) . Next, Lhey were asked

for a final free recall for all words presented in the

last block, that is, the last three lists. When

subjects had finished, t.hey were asked, to examine the

lists they had written and identify which words had

been presented in List I, List 2 and List 3 . The

purpose of this final free recall was to evaluate if

t.he pattern of Pr across these lists woufd be reffected

in thi-s final free recall when sufficient time to

dissipate the PI effect had been granted to subjects.
(Watkins & Watkins, r975; Loftus & paLterson, L9j5).
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Procedure

To complete phase 1 subjects were required to
attend two separate sessions each lasting approximatery

45 minutes. rn each session they were presenLed with

eight. blocks of three L2 word lists. SubjecLs

participated in groups of 20 to 25 in a quiet room.

upon entering t.he room subjects were given information

about the task. rt was emphasized that theír Lask was

to try to remember words and Lo perform arithrmetic
problems accurately. They were instructed to recarl as

many words as possible. After presentation of these

instrucLions t.he folfowinq procedure was described.

Each trial began with the word "ready, " followed

by a Lwo-second interval and then the list of 12 words,

with words presented at a two-second rate.

Presentat.ion of the last word was followed by a

l-5-second interval in which subjects were presented

with a simple arithmetic problem, for example,

16 x 2 - 4 + 10, for which only their final answer was

required. At the conclusion of this 15-second

interval-, subjects heard t.he word, ',recall,', which was

followed by a 20-second recall interval_. During this
period the subjects wrote down, in any order, as many

words as they could remember. when i-t f olÌowed Lhe

first two trials i-n a b]ock, "ready, " signalled the end
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of the recall intervaf and the beginning of the next

t.rial. The end of the third and final tríal of each

block was signalled by the word ',stop. " Each block was

separated by a two minute rest period during which the

subj ects were engaqed in casual conversation with the

experimenter. Loess and Waugh (I967 ) showed that two

minutes is sufficient time to release accumulated pI.

Phase 2

Sub-i ects

All subjects who participat.ed in phase 1 of the

experiment were called and invited to participate in
Phase 2. Of t.hose, 28 mal_es (mean ag-e of 19.57 years)

and 42 females (mean age of L9.7 6 years) , completed alt
aspects of Phase 2 and only their dat.a were included in
the Phase 2 analysis. The age range for all subjects

was 1,7 to 28 years. (See p. 47-48 for the breakdown of
subjects into high and low susceptibility groups).

A1l subjects earned addiLional course credit for their
participation in this phase.

Desiqn and Materials

In Phase 2, subjects were given five blocks of
build-up t.rials on each of the three days. Three of
these blocks were used to evaluate the time of
acLivation hypothesis and t.he other two had eiLher full
or subtle release conditions as t.he fourt.h trial in
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each block. Lists used in the 0, L, and 2 tag

conditions were counterbalanced across three subgiroups

to ensure there would be no confound between specific

categrories and lag condition. This counterbalancing

group effect, along with susceptibility condition,

became between-subject variables in subsequent data

analyses.

Word list recall. Five blocks of four l5-item

fist.s of words were construct.ed for the Craik and

Birtwistle (r91r) procedure and. were presented on three

separate occasions. The word lists were d,rawn from the

Battig and Montague (I969 ) norms. For each category,

words were select.ed from t.he top B0 words of the norms

but excluded the first five. (For a complete list see

Appendix C).

For one of the five blocks, the firsL three lisLs

contained words from the same semantic category Lo

maximize Pr build-up. The fourt.h list contained words

from a completely different semantic category. Another

block was constructed in the same fashion, for example

clothing; however, the fourt.h list was drawn from a

dífferent but closely related category to facilitate
refease from PI, for example, accessories.

The other three blocks were simitarly constructed.
In t.hese blocks, however, a categorized list of words

ty
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was presented on Trial 1 of a block. Then the number

of inLervening trials was varied with items from other
caLegrories before a second list was drawn from t.he

Trial 1 category. The number of intervening list.s
varied from 0 to 1 to 2. Therefore, in each block
there v/ere two lists d.rawn from the same caLegory,

while the other two lists were drawn from separat.e

categories. Thus, every block within a session had

three unique cateqories. Furt.her, the separat.ion of
the crit.ical trial was different for each of the three
sub-qroups. For example, if the categ-ory was men,s

names / one group was presented wit.h the second list
immediatery after the presentation of the first list..
The second and third group were presented with t.he

second list of men,s names on list 3 and list 4,

respectively.

All word lists were recorded by the experimenter

and presented via an audio cassette. Additionally, the
presentation of the five brocks was randomized for each

day. several characterist.ics of the design should be

noted. For the blocks dealing with the breadth of
activation (Blocks 1 & 4) , the order of the lists was

the same for each of the three groups. only the order
of the presentation of t.he blocks was randomized across

each day. similarJ-y, t.he order of the presentation of
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the bfocks concerning the time course of activation
(Blocks 2, 3 & 5) was also randomized across days.

Wisconsin Card Sortinq Test. The computertzed

version of the WCST (GranL & Berg, L94B) was used in

this study. The wcsr uses four stimulus cards and r2B

response cards that display figures of varying forms

(crosses, circles, stars, oy triangles), colours (red,

blue, yellow, or green), and numbers (one, two, three,

or four) . The four st.imulus cards are placed at the

top of the computer terminal and the response card is
placed at the bottom of t.he terminal . Subj ecLs are

then asked to match each of the response cards, via the

keyboard, to the stimulus card they believe it mat.ches.

Once subjects have selected the appropriate key on the

keyboard, Lhe comput.er places the card under Lhe

selected match. For each response subjects are

informed, by the computer terminal, whether that
response is right. or wrong, and are not told the

correct sorting princíple. Once subjects have made a

specified number of correct (10) responses, the

criterion principle is changed to a new cat.egory

without warning'. When a subject has successfully

completed six cri-terion principles, the computer ends

the test and thanks them for their participation.

ty
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The scoring of the I¡JCST is performed by t.he

computer. A perseverative response occurs when a

subjecL continues to sort according to a sorting
principle after being informed that the response is
wrong'. Measures of total perseverative responses are

cal-culated in accordance with HeaLon, s (1981- )

suggestions: that is, (a) a response that. would have

been correct in the immediaLely preceding categiory; (b,)

repetitions of the first unambiguous response in stage

one (before the first category is compfeted); and (c)

repetitions of any response following three successive

unambiguous matches involving that response. The

scoring of the WCST has been shown to be reliable
(Axelrod et â1 . , 1I992I cited in Heaton et âI. , j_993 ) .

rnt.rascorer and interscorer agreement was found, to be

excel-lent with interclass correlations of !r,::,: - .93 and

Ir..,,. - .96, respectì_vely. Similarly, the WCST has been

shown to be a varid measure of executive function in
adults (ShuLe & Huertas, [1_990], cited in Heaton et

âf.,1993).

Verbal fluencv. Verbal fluency measures are

normally obtained by asking subjects to generaLe as

many words as possible Lo a given letter within a

specified period, normally one minute (spreen & Benton,

1969) . This procedure is repeat.ed for several letters.
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Overafl performance is obtained by countingi the number

of valid words given. In this experiment subjects were

asked to generate and write down as many word,s as

possibte for each of the following letters : f, g, m,

cl and p on the first day; h, I, vt d, and n on the

second day; and b, r, s, L, and j on t.he third day.

Each lett.er was presented individually and subjects had

one minute in which t.o wriLe down as many words as

possible. The total number of words provided by the

subj ects was used to est.al¡lish the measure of verbal

fluency.

Procedure

To complete the memory recall and verbaf fluency

tasks, subj ects attended t.hree sessions of

approximaLely 45 minutes. In each session, they

completed Lhe verbal fluency task first and the word

list recall task second. To complete the WCST each

subjecL attended a fourth session of approximately 30

minutes. Each of the three sessions for the Craik and

Birtwistle (L97L) and verbal fluency tasks occurred

f our days apart. The WCST was admj_nistered

individually throug'hout t.he course of phase 2 of t.he

study.

Verbal fluencv. To complete the verbal fluency

task, the experj-menter read each letter aloud to t.he
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subjects and held up a card on which t.he letter had

been written. At the end of one minut.e the next letLer

was read followed by the cue card. After the end of

this Lask, subjects were given a short break and, were

told to prepare for the word lists.

Word list recall. The procedure for Lhis t.ask was

very similar to the one used in phase 1 of the

experiment.. The subj ects were presented with five

blocks of four 15-word lists. subjects participated in
qroups of six to 10 in a quiet. room. Upon entering the

room subject.s were provided information about. the Lask.

It was emphasized that their task was Lo try to
remember words and to perform arithrmetic problems

accurately. They were instructed to recall as many

words as possible. Af ter present.ation of these

instructions, the procedure followed was similar to
that of Phase 1. Each Trial began with the word

"ready, " followed by a two-second interval and then t.he

list of 15 words presented at a two-second rate.

Presentation of t.he last word was foltowed by a

15-second interval- in which subjects were presented

with a simple arithmetic problem to be sorved mentarly.
Subjects then heard the word "recall, " which was

followed by a 25-second int.erval. Duringr this period

subjects wrote down in any ord.er as many words as they
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could remember. At Lhe end of the 25-second interval

subjects heard the word "ready. " This word signalled

the end of the recall period and the beginning of the

next trial . The end of f ourth and f inal t.rial- of each

block was signalled by the word " stop. ,' Each block was

separated by a two minute rest period during which the

subjects engaqed in casual conversation with the

experimenter.

Wisconsin Card Sortinq Test. The computerized

version of WCST was administered to each subject. Upon

entering the room the subject was read the instructions

reg-arding the WCST by the experimenter. Once this had

been completed, subjects sorted the cards. The test.

was normally completed in under 15 minutes and subj ects

were then debriefed by t.he experímenter as to the

nature and purpose of the WCST. If asl<ed, subjects

were told they had performed well on the test.

Result.s

Alt analyses for this study were completed with

the SPSS/PC version 3.1 comput.er software program. The

level- of significance was set at the p < .05 level for

all individual tests. Given that this study was

exploratory in nature, no overall experiment-wide error

rate was establrshed. For both phase L and 2, recal]
performance was cal-cufat.ed by counting the number of
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words wriLten down for each individual list of
Incorrect words or words wriLt.en more than once

qiven list were ignored.

Nrnety-one subj ects , 39 males and 52 females,

complet.ed Phase 1-. No dif ferences due to age or sex

were found in this study. To ensure thaL pI was

occurring- across Tríals, a repeated measures ANOVA,

with Day, Block, and Trial as within subject

independent variables and word list recall as the

dependent variable, was performed. Table 1 shows the

cell means of this analysis. For all 16 blocks, except

two, performance decreased subst.antially from Triaf I
to Trial 2 and somewhat fess from Trial 2 Lo Trial 3.

These results are reffected in a maín effect of Trials
(see Table 2 for the ANovA results) . For both of the
exceptions, performance decreased substanLially from

Trial 1 to Trial 2; however, there was a slight
increase from Trial- 2 t-o Trial 3 . whire the pattern of
decrease in performance varied somewhat from Block to

Insert Table 1 & 2 about here

Block, iL can

declined as a

be seen that in

function of Tria

each case performance

I and demonstrates a
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Table L

Trial Means for Each Block and for Each Dav

4I

T3T1m-)Ì -)T1

Day I

T2

Day 2

T2

Bl-ock

Block

Block

Block

Block

Block

Block

Block

s. 86 3.69

tr 1tr ? E'lJ. LJ J . JL

5.87 4.48

4.47 3.18

s.54 3 .65

6.0t 3. s5

6.26 3.75

5.00 3 .54

L

Z

')
J

4

5

6

7

B

3.05

1 Aa

3 .09

1 AEJ . +J

2 .80

).J¿

)a)

5.15 2.38 2.47

5.74 3.58 2.98

s.90 4.2L 3.15

5.52 3.67 2.78

5.53 4.37 3 .20

5.84 3.66 3.22

6.1_3 4.53 3.36

5.35 3.54 4.09

Means 5 .52 3 .61 3.13 5 .64 3 .14 3 .16
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Summary Table for ANOVA for Dav, Block and Trial
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Source CC DF MS.. p.

Dav (A)

Block (B)

Trial (C)

AxB

AxC

.D J( \-

AxBxC

6.23

340.78

4753.L3

t7 6 .47

L .64

L79.62

151.39

2 .65 2 .35

1 '7 1 .)0 aaL . I 
' 

LO . L I

2.01_ 1181.33

L.67 15.09

L.66 .49

L.47 8.73

1 AO -1 1ar. ro I . Jz

1

7

2

7

2

L4

L4

.L2B

.000

.000

.000

.6L2

.000

.000
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pattern of resul-ts normally obtained with pr paradigms.

The significant interactions and overar-f Brock effect
result.ed because of the slightly different patterns

seen across blocks. The overall mean scores of Trials
L, 2, and 3 for Day 1 were; 5.52 (St .84) , 3.67 (Ëp

. B6) , and 3.13 (Sn .19) . Sj_milarly, mean scores of
Trials 1, 2, and 3 for Day 2 were 5.64(SD .BB), 3.j4
(-SD..B9), and 3.16 (ËÐ .84). These data are reflected
in a failure to find a main effect of Days or a Days x

Trials interaction. The significant Block, Block by

Trial, and Day by Btock by Trial effects suggiest

variation in ease of remembering these categories and

in the total amount of pr accumulating across Triars.
However, Lhe basic patLern of pr is evident throughout

all blocks.

Part.icularly interesting was the fact thaL for
each subj ect, except eight., results ref lected t.he

typical PI pattern. The eight exceptions also
demonstrated Pr in that their performance decreased

from Trial 1 to Trial 2, but showed, a sliqht increase

f rom Trial 2 t-o Trial 3 .

In addition, the results of

of the last block on Day 1 revea

recalled a mean of 4.70 (SD 1.92

2.93 (SD 1.BB) words on Lists I,

the total- free recall

Led that subjects

), 3.05 (SD 1.64), and

I ^-^f azt dl-tLt ),
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respectively. The typical pattern of pI was also found

wit.h this procedure. When subjects were asked to

identify which of the words they had wrítten down

belonged to which list, the pattern of result.s was also
quite similar (List !, 3 .2'I lS_Ð. 1 .97) , List 2, 1. BB ISD

L.421 , List 3, 1-.60 t_S! 1.581 ) .

Susceptibilitv measures. Measures of individual

differences in susceptibility to pI for each subject

were est.imated using the Sus, and Sus, formulas in

whích the drop between Trials 1 and 2 and Trials 1 and

3 are expressed as a proportion of Trial 1 performance.

These measures were calculated for each day.

Additional susceptibility measures were calculated for

the Lwo days combined. Thus, a total of six separate

susceptibiliLy measures were generated although the two

overal-l- measures were expected to be hiqhly

int.ercorrelat.ed.

The analyses of the correfat.ions of the

susceptibility measures are shown in Table 3 and

revealed that aIl of the susceptibility measures were

significantly intercorrelated. Important were the

inter-correlations of t.he two Sus, measures and t.he t.wo

Sus', measures; these were r - .21 and r = .38

respectively.
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In an attempt to provì_de further support. for the

temporal reliability of pr susceptibility measures, a

different analysis was performed. Measures of
susceptibirity to Pr were calcurated for each subj ect

and block using the Sus,, formula and then these

measures were averaged for each day. This result.ed in
a correlation of r = .37 for these susceptibility

measures. Cronbach's alpha coefficient was .536 and

the Spearman-Brown correct.ion was -54.

Insert Table 3 about here

Based on t.hese signif icant, but smal1,

correlations for the daity susceptibilit.y measures, it
was decided to examine whether overall recall
performance was stabfe across days. Thus, a

correrational analysis using mean day triar results was

performed. The outcome of this analysis revealed a Day

1-Trial 1 with Day 2-Trial 1 correlation of r = .64.
Similarly Day 1-Trial 2 and Day 2-Trial 2 and

Day l-Trial 3 and Day 2-Trial 3 correlated r = .60 and

r - .'74, respecLively. These suggest that subjects,
recall performance was stable over days. rt should be

noLed, however, t,hat. these correlations explain 36 to
55 percent of t.he variance. While these are quite
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Table 3

Intercorrelations Among Susceptib,ility Measures
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D1S2 D153 D2S2 D253 c',) S3

DL52

D1 S3

D252

D2 S3

CA

a')JJ

.55* ?-1 ** 1A*
. J=

31* .38*

.52x

.77* .53*

.55* .B2x

.78* .51*

.57x .83*

.67 *

Legend

DL52

D1 S3

D252

D2 S3

,)Z

* p < .01 ,
x x - rì L

l.J \ .uJ

(Trial 1 - Trial 2) / rriat L, Day I
(Trial L - Trial 3) / rriaL L, Day 1

(Triaf 1- - Trial 2) / rriaL L, Day 2

(Trial 1 - Triat 3) / TríaL L, Day 2

refers to (Trial 1 - Trial 2) / rríal
both days added together

refers to (Trial 1 - Trial 3) / TríaL
both days added together

J-l
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acceptable, it is not surprising that the correlaLions

of the susceptibility measures were not higher. Given

the unexplained variance of daily recall performance,

it becomes logical t.hat Lhe susceptibility

correlations, based on those trial data, are smal-ler.

Phase 2

To det.ermine subject participat.ion for this phase,

it had been intended to select only those subjects who

performed at. or above the 35th percentile on overall

Trial 1 Phase 1 results. However, based on the stabfe
pattern of Phase 1 results, it did not appear necessary

to proceed as originally planned for the following

reasons. First, a correlational analysis of the

susceptibility measures was performed selecting those

subjects who scored an averag:e of 5.00 or higher on

Triaf 1. The resulting correlations on these subjects

differed little from t.hose in the original analysis

with all 9L subjects. In fact, the correlations, while

stil1 significant, were not as sLrong- as had, been

obtained with the complete seL of subjects. Secondì_y,

on the assumption that a considerable loss of subjects

would occur throughout Phase 2, it was concluded that
inviting at1 subjects t.o participate in phase 2 was

warranted. Thus, aIL 9L subjects were invited t.o

participate in Phase 2 and a totaf of 70 subjecLs, 28
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males and 42 femafes, completed all aspects of phase 2 .

Eight subjects declined participacion and the remainder

missed either Day 2 or Day 3 of the study and Lherefore

their dat.a was removed from any analysis.

Hiqh and low susceptibility qroups. Subjects in

Phase 2 were assiqned t.o either high or low

susceptibifity grroups based on a median sptit analysis

of the overall Sus., of Phase L. The mean age of high

and low susceptibilit.y groups were noL different
( - 19.9 and L9.4, respectivety) . The proportion of

femal-es in the two g.roups was 292 for the high and 31?

for the 1ow. Similarly the proportion of males in the

two groups was 2LZ and L9Z respectively. A chisquare

analysis of susceptibifity group and gender revealed no

significant. differences (X' LI, N = 701 - .24, p - .63)

between cells. AII Phase 2 analyses t.hus involved a

two independent group design. To ensure that the

gtroups were different in phase 1 performance, âr ANOVA

on Phase 1 overall Trial performance was complet.ed.

Here, Group (high versus low, lHilo] ) is a between

subject factor and Trial is a wj_thin subject factor.

The results of this analysis revealed a main effect of
Group F(1, 68) = LB.2I, iUS,= = l-.33, a main Tríal effecL
F(2, 136) = L2L2.LL, VIS* - .10, and a Group x Trial
interaction F(2, 136) = 22.53, MS* = .10. The celf
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means of t.he high and low susceptibil_ity groups are

depicted in Fig-ure I. posthoc analysis of the Group by

Trial interaction (Tukey, HSD p < .05 g,,, = 2.85, df =

6B) indicates that both groups recarred words equarly

on Trial 1 (Q = L.4B) , with performance dif ferences on

Trial 2 (9 = 3.94) and Trial 3 (O = 5 02) favouring the
low susceptibility group.

To demonstrate the reliability of this phase L

difference between susceptibility g-roups, a parallel

analysis was done on those blocks in phase 2 rn which

the first 3 trials allowed for a build up of pI (blocks

involving the first t.hree trials of t.he fur-r and subtre
category shifLs ) . The results were parallel to t.he

Phase 1- analysis with signif icant Group F(1, 68) =

7.16, Iuls* = 3.28, Trial !_(2. 136) = 2A5.I5, Mg. = .42

and Group x Trial ef f ects F (2, 1-36) = 7 .63, US = .42.
The cell means are shown in Figure 2. post hoc

analysis (Tukey, HSD p < .05, Ç-, = 2.85, df = 68)

showed no group dif ferences on Trial l_ (e = .591) and

an increase in group differences on Trial 2 (g = 3.2L) .

Group differences decreased stightly on Trial 3 (e =

2.75); however the resuft approached significance.

Insert Fiqure 1 & 2 about. here
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In addition to t.hese analyses, the results of the

finaf free recal-l completed in phase 1 were also

examined in terms of the high and l_ow suscept.ible

groups. Thus, âr analysís of variance with

susceptrbility Group as a between subject factor and

Trial as a within subject facLor was performed. The

resul-ts of this analysis, which are depicted
graphically in Figure 3, revealed a significant. Group

etlecL F = 4.75 (1, 89) ir4q = 4.8L, and a significant

Trial effect. F = 36.37 (2, L7B) ry¡$ = 2.45. The Group

x Trials interact.ion, F = 1.10 (2, L7B) MS_ = 2.45, was

not significant. simple effect.s analyses reveafed that
the giroups did not. differ on Triaf 1or Trial 2

F = 1.18 (1,89) M.q = 3.89, F = .90 (L, 39) IIq
but drd differ on Tríal 3, F = 6.42 (L, 89) MS,=

I

_2
-J

.68 ,

.35

Insert. Figure 3 abouL here

Having thus established that the high and low

suscepLibility groups were being different.ialty
affected by Pr j-t was now possible to determine whether

the time course of acti-vation or breadth of activat.ion
hypot.heses coul-d be confirmed.
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Breadth of activation. To tesL the breadLh of

activat.ion hypothesis I firsL performed an ANOVA on

the difference score (Trial 4 - Trial 3) calculated for

each of the full and subtle release category blocks.

Thus susceptibif ity Group (Hilo) and Ord,er

(counterbalancing sub-qroup) were bet.ween subject

factors and Release Type (full vs. subtle shift) was a

within subject factor in a 2 x 3 x 2 mixed ANOVA. As

can be seen from the ANOVA summary t.abte (Table 4),

Insert Table 4 about here

there was only a main effect. of Release Type with the

fufl shíft conditj-on involving a greater release than

t.he subtle shift condition (see Figure 4 for the

comparison of group means) performance is very

similar for the Lwo suscept.rbility groups, which both

show biq differences between t.he full and subtle shift
condit.ions.

Insert Figure 4 about here

Because Lhe high and low

would be expected t.o differ on

new score was calculated which

susceptibitity g'roups

Trial 3 performance,

measured the
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Table 4

ANOVA InvoLvins Subtle vs Complet.e Shift in Catesorv

Usinq Difference Scores bv Susceptibility Group

Source df MS" F

Sus Group (A)

Order (B)

Rel Type (C)

AxB

AxC

BxC

AxBxC

2.50

5.89

L7 2 .1-7

2.70

.58

5.79

.98

L

2

1

2

I

2

2

1.36 7

r.36 2

L.L7 L47

L.36 L

L.L7

L.I7 2

L.L7

.84

.17

.51_

.00

/a

AO

/')

.180

.L22

.000

1.1 E-

AOtr.

.092

.6sB
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proportional release from pI for each subject and

condition. This was calculated for the subtle and full

shift conditions using the following formula: (Trial 4

- Trial 3) / (Trial L - Trial 3). The ANOVA on these

proportional release scores can be found in Table 5 and

reveal-s the same significant. Release Type effect found

for the simple difference score. However, the ANOVA

Insert Table 5 about here

revealed a marginally significant Group x Release Type

interaction (EIt, 58] = 3.80, MS_ - .81, p - .056).

Figure 5 provides the means for this analysis and it

Insert Fig-ure 5 about here

appears that the low susceptibility group does show a

g'reater proportional release from pI t.han the hiqh

suscept.ibility group. Simple effects analysis reveals

that, for the low susceptibility group there was no

significant difference in the amount of proportionar

release between the full and subtÌe measures (F = 2.Bg

lI, 621 I4E = .99) . However, for the high

susceptibility group this difference was significant
(F = 16.26 t1 , 621 q = .99) . These relative analyses
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Table 5

ANOVA Inv rnq t'u.Ll vs tle ShifL in Cateqor

usinq Suscept.ibilitv Scores bv Susceotibilitrz Group

5B

Source J!) df MS" p.

Sus Group (A)

Order (B)

Rel Type (C)

AxB

AxC

BxC

AxBxC

.95

L .43

13.36

3 .65

3.79

I.25

Z -.)()

. 81

. 81

1.00

ot. Õ_L

1.00

1.00

1.00

I
2

I
2

L

2

2

I,16 .285

. BB .420

13 .40 .001

2.24 .LL6

3 . B0 .056

.63 .s39

L.20 .310
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support the original hlzpothesis concerning breadth of
activation.

Trme of acLivation. To examine the time of

activation hypothesis several ANovAs were performed.

First., a mixed effect 2 x 3 x 3 ANOVA was performed on

Trial 1 - Triaf 2 dtfference scores, in which Trial_ 2

is the criticaf Trial for those blocks in which

cateqories were separated by O, L, or 2 other
categories. Again susceptibifity Group (Hilo) and

order were the between subj ect factors and Lag' was the

within subject variabl-e. The results of this analysis
can be found in Table 6 and reveal no significant

Insert Table 6 about here

ef fects excepL for an Order x Lag- interact.ion. The

Group x Lag interaction was not significant and thus

does not support t.he time of activation hypothesis.
These resufts are depicted graphically in Figure 6 and

Insert Figure 6 abouL here

indicaLe t.hat, f or Lag 0 and Lag 7_, bot.h high and f ow

susceptibirity groups experienced equal amounts of
rel-ease from Pr. However, for Lagi 2, t.his difference
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Table 6

ANOVA Involvinq Difference in t.he Laq Condition

by Susceptibility Group

61

Source df,)Ò MS* p.

Sus Group (A)

Order lR)

Las (c)

AxB

AxC

BxC

.H'ÃI]XL

3 .0s

.90

4. 85

.9 /

3.06

L9.79

3.78

I

2

2

)

2

4

4

L .43

L .43

L.19

L .43

I.19

I.L9

L.L9

) 1A

. 31-

2 .03

1A

1 aoL.Z0

4.L4

.19

.L49

. / JZ

.L3 6

.7 L4

.136

.003

.534
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disappears and is somewhat puzzling. A second ANOVA

was performed using susceptibility Group (Hilo) and

Order as beLween subj ect factors and Lag ( O, L, 2) and

Trials as wit.hin subject factors in a 2 x- 3 x 3 x 2

mixed ANOVA. These results can be seen in Tal¡le 7 and

reveal significant results for Trials, Group, and

Order r Lagi x Trial ef fect.s. However, the expected

Insert Table 7 about here

interactions for Group x Trials and Group x Lag did not

appear. These results are depicted graphically in
Figure 7 . Based on the lack of significance for these

Insert Figure 7 about here

analyses, several other analyses with varying

modif icat.ions were attempted,. For example, the

analyses were re-calculated using t.hree l-evels of
susceptibility t.o Pf and included only the top and

bottom t.hírd of t.he cases. It. was be-l_ieved this might

lead Lo significant. dif ferences between the t.wo groups.

The analyses were not stat.istically significant.
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Table 7

ANOVA Involvinq Laq Condition and Delav Condition

by Susceptibilitv Group

64

Source ÒJ Fdf MS" p

Group (A)

Treatment (B)

AxB

Las (c)

AxC

BxC

AxBxC

Trials (D)

.ALt)

BxD

AxBxD

CxD

AxCxD

BxCxD

AxBxCxD

54 .60

3 . 86

8.52

.09

')?
. L)

3 .49

3.73

313.57

1.53

.45

AA

2 .42

1.53

9. 89

1. 89

1

2

2

2

2

4

4

L

L

2

2

)

.)

4

4

7. BB 6.93

7. BB .25

'7 00 E A/ . (JO - J+

otr 
^E. OJ . UJ

. 85 .r4

. 85 1.03

. 85 1.10

.71_ 438.60
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An additional analysis was performed to determine

whether the sus., obtained in phase 1 would correrate

with the susceptibitity measures calcul-ated for t.he

subtle and full release conditions as wefl as each of
the Lag susceptibility measures. A correlation of r =

-.24 was obtained between the Sus., and the subtle
susceptibility measure. The correlation bet.ween the

Sus., and the full release suscepLibilit.y measLrre was

not significant (r = .16). The correlations between

the 0 , L, and 2 , Lag susceptibif ity measures and. Sus-,

were, L = .33, T - .24, and r = -.05.
Frontal lobe measures. Measures of verbal f luenr-rz

were scored for each day and an overalÌ fluency score

was also calcul-ated. The mean scores were,

respectively , 72 -23 (Sp 1_ 6.59) , 69 .84 (Sp 13.60) , 7g .46

(SD 15.25) . The overal-l mean score was 73.84 (SO

14-05). rntercorrelations of the dairy verbaf fluency
measures revealed the followingr correlations r = .76, T

- .80 and r = .81. This clearly suggests that subjects
performance was sLable across days and that these

measures are reliable.
ô^--^-^^ I -beverat measures are normally obtained with the

wcsr. However, all measures are highry intercorrefated
and the measure of perseverative responses is the one

that is considered most appropriate (Heaton, 1981).
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The mean score for the perseverat.ive responses was

11.83 (So 1.62). This measure was used for all

correlational analyses.

Based on Dempster's suggestions (L992) it was

expected that Lhe measures of fronLal lobe functioning

would correlate with the susceptibility measures.

Thus, the verbal f luency score and t.he WCST were

correl-ated with the six susceptibifity measures in

obtained in Phase L. These correlations can be found

Tabf e B. In suÍìrnary, verbal f luency correlated

significantly with five of the six susceptibility

measures while the wCST correlated with onry one of the

susceptibitity measures. Verbal fluency did not

correlate with perseverat.ive responses, although the

observed correlation was in the predict.ed direction.

fnsert. Table B about here

Dis cussron

The results of t.his study are both encouraging and

discouraging. The resulLs of phase L, were consistent
with those normally obtained with pr studies using the

crail< and Birt.wist.le (r9lL) paradigm; pf increased. over

t.rials when t.he semanLic category is held constant. rt
was arso found that most of the pr build-up occurred.
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Table B

Correlations Between VerbaI Fluencw. WCST ancl

Susceptibility Measures

Fluency WCST

Suscep2

Suscep3

Fluency

10+

-.31*

1A*

.17

_'1 O

*p
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from Trial 1 to Trral 2. It is particularly

interest.ing to note that the pattern of pr build-up was

found in each of the L6 blocks. Even more interesting
was the fact that. the typical pat.t.ern of pI build-up
was found for the majority of t.he subjects and that Lhe

few exceptions have Triaf 3 performance sright.ry higher
than Trial 2. Even for these subjects, pr was evident.
Overall, the results were quite consistent with the

typical pattern of pI results.

The primary purpose of phase 1 was to establish
Lemporal reliability of measures of ind,ividual

differences in susceptibifity to pI. SupporL was

provided in Lhat both the Sus, and Sus, susceptibility
measures of Day 1 were significantly correlated with
those of Day 2 as was hypothesizeð.. In facL, all
measures of suscepLibility intercorrelated

significant.ly. Some caution is warranted, however,

since the correlations obLained explained only 4? t.o

I4e" of the variati_on. The success obt.ained in this
study over previous ones (Hau, Lg93; Hau & McIntyre,

L993) in reg.ards to t.he measures of reriability is due

to several possible factors. First, it seems that t.he

use of more bl-ocks of t.rials appears benef icial . That

is, bet.ter sLabitit.y in the measures was obt.ained.

Secondly, constructing sliqhtly shorter lists than
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normally used with t.he Craik and Birtwi-stle (rg7L)

paradigm, also seems worthwhile. This was done on the
assumption that subjects overall recarl performance

would be better on Trial- 1. Finally, using tists of
equal recaflabifity appears to have herped. rt woufd

seem then, that this study has found a variable with
temporal stability. However, t.he reliability is not as

strong as was found with verbal fluency, for example,

and is noL in the .70 or above rang,e that. would have

been preferred. rn surrrrnary, Lhe primary goal of phase

1 was achieved.

A particularly interesting finding of phase 1 data
was that. , for the free recall test, the resuÌting
performance refrect.ed the typical pattern of pr and was

directly parallel Lo t.he overarl list recalr. This

suggrests that Pr is not just a Lemporary retrieval
phenomenon. It indicates that pI reflects a

fundamental probJ-em of encoding. Further, this dat.a

suggests t.hat individuals with high pr suscepti_bility
experience more problems with encoding and ret.rieval
processes when materials are more semant.ically rerated.
Therefore, these data add empirical support for
Dempster's (1985) sug.gestion that individuals with
higher level-s of suscept.ibility to pr may be affected,
in the typical academic environment.
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fn previous studies (Loftus & patterson, L975;

V'/atkins & Watkins , Lgf 5) , this pattern of pI build-up
was not. found in test s of free recall . rn both these

studies the Brown-peL.erson paradigm was used, where

only a few items are presented in any given triaf. one

possible explanation for the difference of results in
this st.udy is that the Craik and Birtwistle paradigm

was used. rt is possible that the pr retrieval deficit
manifested in previous studies was due to a possible

art.ifact. Since subjects are normally presented

numerous trials in the Brown-peterson paradigm, it is
possible that the results obtained are more indicative
of memory strateqies rather than pI.

Phase 2 had several purposes. One was t.o

establish support f or Dempster, s (L992 ) suçrçrestion that
frontal- Iobe functioning should be sensitive to
interference effects. Dempster has argued that atr of
t.he Brown-Peterson tasks (here represented by the craik
& Birtwistle LL97Ll procedure), wcsT and verbal fluency
are int.erference susceptible tasks relying on the
frontal lobes. As expected, the overarr verbal fluency
score was negatively correlated with the susceptibility
measures. That is, subjects who displayed higher
levefs of susceptibility generat.ed fewer words in
comparison to those subject.s who d,isplayed fess
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susceptibility. The fact t.hat. the verbaf fluency score
was significanLly correlated with the susceptibility
measures provides substantiar support. for Dempster,s

proposit.ion. However, the wcsr correlated with only
one of the susceptrbì-tit.y measures providing only weak

supporL for Dempster,s (L992) suggestion.

The correlations obt.ained in this study are in
contrast Lo those obtained by Hau (L993) and need t.o be

clarified- rn Hau's (i-993) study, Lhe verbal fluency
score was not correlated with the susceptrbiJ-rty
measures. The only dífference between that study and

t.he current study is Lhe amount of time giiven to
g.enerate words, being 30 seconds in Hau (1993) and 60

seconds in this st.udy. while this difference might

account for some of the difference in the resurts
obtained, the selection of subjects is probably the
more critical factor. rt should be remembered that in
t.his st.udy all subjects were serected on the basis that
their mother Longue was English. In Hau,s (1993) study
this factor was not controlfed. rt is quite probable

that. those who do not learn Engrish as a first languag-e

do not generat.e English words as quickly as those who

do- rf so, this would weaken correrationar data.
Similarly, in Hau and Mclntyre (1993) tne correlations
between verbal fluency and, the susceptibility measures,
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while not significant, were in t.he appropriate

direction. That is, individuals who generated more

words had lower susceptibility scores.

The results of the WCST are somewhat more

difficult to explain. The results of this study in

combination with our previous attempt (Hau, 1993) which

found that only one susceptibrtity measure correlated

with t.he WCST, provide only weak support for a

relaLionship between susceptibility measures and Lhe

WCST. Several important differences ín the

administrat.ion of the WCST should be noted. In this

study the WCST was administered with the computer

version of the WCST while Hau (I993) administered the

card version of the WCST. First, the computer version

requires that subjects achieve 10 correct responses to

a qiven sortingr principle before that principle is

changed to a new one. Thís cannot be altered. Using

the manual version, Hau set the level at. seven correct

responses. A second difference is that the computer

version ends the test once six categories have been

successfully achieved. With the manual version the

test can be continued until all of the L2B cards have

been sorted which is what Hau had done. Both these

factors would somewhat limit the variance of the

results that can be obtained with the computer version.
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A third difference is Lhat the scoring is done

automatically with the computer version, and thus the
probability of scoring error is eliminated. It. is
probable then, that these factors contribut,ed to Lhe

differences in t.he results obtained in both studies.
The correlaL.ion between the two frontal lobe

measures, the WCST and verbal fluency, was not

significant and is somewhat. surprising. while Dempster

(r992) argued that both measured. mental flexibility and

should be highly correlated, these results sugg,esL

t.hat, while bot.h the WCST and verbal_ fluency may

reflect front.al lobe funct.ioning, apparentty they

reflect different processing operations where one

(verbal fluency) relates to production tasks and the
other (WCST) relates to inhibitíon. Thus, the fact
that verbal fluency did correlate with the

susceptibility measures and that t.he WCST did not., is
noL as problematic as one might expecL.

WhaL is somewhat more pvzzting, is t.hat verbal
fluency measures did correlate with the susceptibirity
measures in this study and did not correlaLe with the
suscepLibilit.y measures in two previous studies (Hau

1993; Hau & Mcrntyre, 1993). what should also be noted

however, is that., Hau and Mclntyre (1993) did obtain a

significant correlation between verbal fluency and a

ty
14
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susceptibirity measure cafculated for the part-set
cuing, paradigm (r = -.27) . This suggests t.hat the
part.-set cuing paradigm ref lects a g-eneration ef fect
similar to that of verbar fruency. This is because

subjects are cued according to cat.egories and must.

generate the appropriate words for each of the
caLegories. In summary, gíven the resufts of this
sLudy and the two previous studies (Hau, rgg3; Hau &

McfnLyre, L993) complet.ed in Mcrntyre, s laboratory,
measures of frontal lobe functioning, LhaL is, the
WCST, verbal fluency and pI susceptibility, do noL

consisLently relate to each as st.rongly as Dempster
(I992) proposed.

The primary purpose of phase 2 was t.o identify the
underlying basic processing strategies that lead Lo

consist.ent differences in susceptibility Lo pr. The

time course of activaLion hypothesis was clearly noL

supported. However, it is probable t.hat using only a

total of 45 words for this condítion was insufficient
to est.ablish def initely reliabf e measures. usi_ng

several blocks for each of the o, L, 2 rag conditions
might allow for a better test of this hypothesis.

The results of t.he bread,t.h of activation
hypot.hesis, however, did receive support suqgresting
Lhat this process may be an underlying mechanism that.
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might explain individual dif ferences in susceptibiliLy

to PI. There are several possible theoretical

alternatives that. might explain the resul-ts for the

breadth of activation hypothesis. An initial
possibifity that. might. account for the dífferences

between the high and low susceptibility groups is the

amount of memory resource and organízat-ional abitity
required to encode and retrieve the informaLion
presented. It has been shown (Rabinowitz, Craik, &

Ackerman, 1982 ) that older adults display less memory

in compari-son to younger adults when retrieval cues are

varied. ThaL is, older adult.s displayed equal memory

in comparison to younger adults when t.he retrieva] cues

for any given category were more g,eneral . However,

when retrieval cues were more specific, older adults
recalled fewer items than younger adults. The authors

argued t.hat t.he reason for t.he difference in recafl
perf ormance was that, when t.he older adults were

iniLially present.ed with the mat.erial, they were only
able to encode in a more general fashion because their
limited pool of resources did not alrow encoding at the
more specific, and resoLLrce demanding, level that young

adults are capable of. Thus, for older adulLs,

retrieval of the it.ems under specifíc encodinq and

retrieval cues is more difficult, resulting in
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decreased recall performance.

rn parallel, it might be argrued that individuals
with row susceptibitity to pr possess more cognitive
resources in comparison to individuals with hiqh
susceptibility to pr. Thus, they are able to encode

and retrieve material more easily. That is, it is
possible t.hat low susceptibJ-e individuars are able to
utirize their cognitive resources in a manner which
al-lows for richer encoding of materials presented.

This in turn would allow for easier retrievaf of the
required items, and t.hus red.uce their vulnerabilit.y to
PI ef f ect.s . Alternat.ively, iL is possible t.hat

individuals with low susceptibirity to pr are simply
more efficient. in t.heir utilizati_on of available memory

resources. rf this is so, less cognitive effort woufd

be required to encode the mat.erial which in turn
implies that. they are able to devot.e more of their
cognitive resources to processing strat.egies.

A second and parar-ler arternative to explain t.he

breadth of activation results is t.hat low susceptibl-e
individual-s have more refined encoding strategies in
comparison to high susceptible individuals. whaL may

be occurring here is that high susceptible individuars
encode items in a more general fashion in comparison to
l-ow susceptible individuals. That is, low susceptrble

ty
17
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indrviduals develop more refined categ,ory boundaries
which allows for more efficient and effortless encodino
and retrievaf of individuar items. Thus , for low
susceptible individuats the number of possible items
for any given caLegory would be subsLantially ress in
comparison t.o high susceptible individuals who woufd

aritomaticalry have a much higher number of items for
any given category. This woufd enabfe low suscept.ibre
individuals to encode materiafs more appropriaLely and

efficiently int.o cateqories and sub-categories. rn
contrast, high susceptible individuats can only
activate broader caLegories. Thus, when an item is
presented and a category initiat.ed, high susceptibre
individuals would activate a gieneral category while low
susceptibles woufd activate a subcategory. rt would
appear logical to conclude that activation of the more

qeneral category and thus greater number of t.otal
instances, would generate higher levels of
interference. A manner in whi_ch Lo furt.her test
breadth of activation would be Lo construct a series of
trials in which each subsequent triar is a sub-cate goTy

of the first t.riar. crearly, what shourd occur is that
low suscepLibre individuars would deverop rittre if any
Pr, whereas the high susceptibfe individuats should
demonsLrate progressj-vefy higher levels of pf.

Ly
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Another possible explanat.ion in understanding how

differences occur between high and 1ow susceptible

individuals is that low suscept.ible individuals are

better able to inhibit the effects of interference.

Hasher and Zacks (1988) have argued that the reason why

older adults display more forgetting is because of

t.heir inability to inhibit interference effecLs. What

is suggested here is that t.he difference between the

high and low susceptible qroups is not because of the

former has fewer cognitive resources or more broadly

defined caLegories, but that it is not as capable in

inhibiting the effects of interference as the fatter

group can. Thus, both g'roups experience the same level

of int.erference, however one glroup is better at

countering the effects of the interference. It is
quite apparent that. the breadth of activatj_on

hypothesis clearly warrant.s furt.her investigation.

Dempster (1985) was interested in determining if

connected meaningful material was susceptible Lo pI and

how individual differences in susceptibility to pI

might. af fect individuals wit.hin a classroom setting.

The significant correlations t.hat he obtained between

the susceptibility measures and the ACT were obt.ained

with what he called the related topic condition. In

this condition, Dempster beqan each of the sentences he
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used with word.s that were related, for example,

inhibition, anxie.y, hostility and hysteria. He argued
that this activated several different. but relat.ed
concepts and primed oLher neighbouring concepts, which
in turn, leads to differences is susceptibility to pr.
It would seem logical then to assume that high
susceptibfe individuals shoufd show more pr, in
comparison t.o fow suscepLibte individuals, with crosely
relat.ed t.opics than when the rists are all of the same

topic.

Both Dempster,s (1985) sLudy and thj_s study
sug'gest that pr may have a detrimentar- effect. on

achievement wit.hin the academic environment. For
exampre, when individuals are presented with highly
abstract and difficult material, severar relat.ed
concepts wourd normally be act.ivat.ed and compete for
attention. rndividuals with 10w pr susceptibility
would more readiry discern nuances between concepts and
facilitat.e their undersLanding of the material which is
being presented- rn contrast, individuars with high
susceptibrlity would not. as readily di-fferentiate
between the related concepts and woufd require more
concentrated effort to understand Lhe material
presented. Because of the interference generated,, it
is probable that concepts may overrap somewhat and make

ty
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it difficul-t for high susceptible individuals to fully
comprehend the material in t.he manner intended. Later
when they are tested, concepts originally present.ed

would be remembered i-n the manner which Lhey had

understood- similarly, the same process might l¡e

occurring when one is reading a difficult text. often,
difficult passagfes have Lo be read several times before
their intended meaninq becomes clearly understood.
Could it be that pI is being manifested?

It. has been sug-qested Lhat. Dempst er , s ( 19 85 )

findings might reflect differences in verbal ability
(Greene, L992) . The verbal fluency measures appear to
support this; low susceptibre individuals had higher
mearì daily verbal fluency scores t.han did t.he high
susceptibles. Verbal ability d,irectly af f ect.s our
comprehension capability. ThaL is, the better our
verbal ability, the more quickty we wirl be abre to
comprehend mat.erial presenLed visuar-ry and in Lext.
However, what might. be initially affect.ing verbal
ability is pI. That is individuals wirh low

suscepLibitity to pr would acquire words or verbal
ability more quickty than high susceptibre individuars.
rn this scenario then, the effects of pr woufd impact
upon individuals earry in life and affect their
academic performance througrhout their education. rt
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becomes important then to ensure that reading skills
and comprehension be established early. fndividual-s

experiencing comprehension difficulties may be

experiencing high levels of pf. present.ing reading

maLerials in a different. manner might. dissipate pT

effects, increase comprehension, and. ultimately

academic performance.

In conclusj_on, the overall result.s of this study

and those previousry complet.ed in Mcrntyre's laboratory
do sugrgrest that. suscept.ibility to pI is a reliable
individuar difference variable. Additionarry, it would

appear that breadth of activaLion is the key component

of individual differences in susceptibility t.o pT. Ir
is also evident that the methodology used requires
refinement before cl-ear conc-lusions can be stated. The

possibifity that. pI may be a contributing factor in
academic performance should be aggressively

investigated, especì-al1y if it is found to be prevalent

in early childhood.
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Appendix A

Phase 1 Word Lists

Day L

Block 1

List L

Birch, Cork, Mulberry, Walnut, Bonsai, Spruce, Sequoia,

Wil-Iow, Mahogany, Pear, Fig, Cedar.

LTST 2

Lemon, Lilac, Teak, Aspen, Cherry, Lì_nden, peach, Ash,

Juniper, Hemlock, Elm, Beechnut.

List 3

Bamboo, Oli-ve, Chestnut, plum, Sycamore, Mimosa,

Poplar, Rubber, Banana, Fir, Balsa, Redwood.

Block 2

List. I

Dog-sled, Rocket, Tank, Buggy, Skis, Scooter, Ferry,

Glider, Canoe, Ambulance, Balloon, Sleigh.

Ll_st 2

Biplane, Trailer, Horse,.leep, Wagon, yacht, Blj_mp,

Submarine, Cart, Schooner, Sedan, Cruiser.
T-ì ^ts ')!TJL J

Tractor, Came_I , Tram, OxcarL, Tandem, Llet, Raf t, Taxi,

Truck, Mot.orbike, Rickshaw, Sail--boat. .
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Bfock 3

LTST L

Duplex, Cabin, Garagre, Vif la, Jail, Condo, Cavern,
Chamber , Off ice, Shack, Cot.tag.e, Chateau .

List 2

Paface, Barracks, Bungalow, Farm, Mansion, Camper,

Tepee, Hacienda, fg1oo, Ranch, HabitaL, Cove.

List 3

Rectory, Foxhole, prison, Sampan, Mote1, Fl-aL, Dorm,

Estate, Castle, Home, Monasterv-

Bfock 4

List I

Alcove, Cushion, Dinett.e, Vanity, Cupboard., Closet,
Mant. le, Hammock, podium, Crad.le, Armchair, piano.
List 2

Cabinet., Dresser, Divan, Hutch, Freezer, Sett.ee,
Commode, Drapes, Buffet, Secret.ary, Bookshelf, Chaise_
List. 3

Crib, Curtains, Oven, Ashtray, painting, Stool, pillow,
^L 

L ^-^-rrLLOrnan/ KtcKer, Organ, Chest, Mirror.

B9
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Block 5

List 1

Cloves, Spices, Oni-on, Mustard, Nutmeg, Vinegiar,

Butter, Lemon, Thyme, Parsley, Almond, Herbs.

Ll_st ¿

Sage, Chives, Ginger, Sauce, Wine, Peppers, Chervil,

Chicory, Clover, Mint, Oregano, Paprika.
I r ^F )
LI>L J

Cinnamon, Vanilla, Accent, Díll, Marjoram, Basil,

Curry, Anise, Lime, Sesame, Rosemary, Cardamom.

Block 6

List 1

Walrus, Bear, Goat, Jacl<al, Iguana, Fawn, Burro,

Badger, Muskrat, Gopher, Bobcat, Otter.

LIST ¿

Gorilla, Boar, Ocelot, Frog, Cougar, Mink, Lizard,

Bison, Hyena, Opossum, GazeIle, Beaver.

Li-st.3

Turtle, Monkey, Deer, Squirrel, Rabbit, Wolf, Moose,

Racoon, Panther, Llama, Sl<unk, Coyote.
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Block 7

LIST I

Spear, Cannon, Stick, Poison, Missile, Whip, Arrow,

Stone, F.evolver, Dag-ger, Hatchet , Lance .

LIST 2

Scissors, Grenade, Bullet, Sabre, Wrench, Machete,

Scarf, Tomahawk, Razor, Stiletto, BoIo, Javelin.

List 3

Chain, Torch, Mace, Slingshot, PisLol, Rope, Sword,

Blowgun, Crowbar, Catapult, Cudgel, Crossbow.

ñl ^^l- ôIfIUUJf. Õ

LIST I

Tabloid, LeafleL, PosLer, Essay, Articfe, Bulletin,

Digest, Journal, Fiction, Scroll, Theme, Cartoon.

Lrst ¿

Review, Program, Postcard, Romance, Diary, Manual,

Paper, Novel, Almanac, Recipe, Magazine, Notice.

-LI>L J

Chronicle, Letter, Pamphlet, Flyer, Index, Calendar,

Drama, Volume, Text, Circular, Thesis, Brochure.

9I
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Dav 2

Block 1

List I

Larceny, AduÌtery, I{i1ling, Battery, Felony, Speeding,
Forgery, Treason, Fraud, Suicide, perjury, Homicide.
I r ^L ')
LISL Z

Bigamy, Extort.ion, Bribery, Slander, Gambling,

Espionage, Smugrg-ling, Lootingr, Torture, Mugging, Libel,
Molesting.

List 3

Arson, Assault, Blackmaif, Rioting,, Narcotics,
Peddling, Subversion, SLabbing, Sodomy, Vandalism,
Sabotage, SLealing.

BÌock 2

List L

Lake, Canyon, Cliff, Ocean, Terrain, Hillock, Geyser,
Abyss, Gorge, Crevice, SLream, plateau.

List 2

Cave, Gully, Volcano, Deser., Island, Glacier, Ravine,
Crater, Beach, Dune, Boulder, Fossil.
Lfst 3

Mound, Iceberg, Knoll, pond, euarry, Reef , Rid.ge,

Harbour, Tundra, pebbles, Bay, Meadow.
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Block 3

List I

Canary, Hawk, Wren, Oriole, parroL, pigeon, Starling.,
Vulture, Swallow, Chicken, Dove, Thrush.
List 2

Duck, Falcon, pheasant, Finch , B\tzzard,, Ostrich, Lark,
Turkey, Raven, Swan, Crane, Geese.

List. 3

Pe-l-ican, Stork, Warbler, euail, Rooster, Condor, Heron,
Grouse, Crow, Bluebird, Owl, Seagull.

Bfock 4

List I

Bowf , Beater, Ski1let., Toaster, St.rainer, Ladle,
Saucer, S j_f t.er, Scraper, Colander, Tong,s, Grat.er.
Li- st 2

Mixer, Spatula, plaLe, Blender, Broiler, Kett. le,
Platt.er, Dish-pan, Teaspoon, Canister, SLeamer, MouId.
List 3

Sieve, opener, spong-e, Roast.er, Grinder, Casserole,
Chopper, Brush, Dicer, Bast.er, Cup, Ffipper.
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Block 5

List 1

Sydney, Athens, Toledo, Vienna, Aspen, Dansk, Baghdad,

Dublin, Manila, Lyons, Delhi, Moscow.

List 2

Orlando, Caíro, Hamburg, Rome, Tokyo, Boston, Madrid,

Naples, Venice, Oslo, Lisbon, London.

LI>L J

Paris, Zurich, Bonn, Tulsa, BrusseIs, Munich, Dover,

Memphis, Berlin, Prague, Brisbane, Barcelona.

Block 6

Ll_st 1

Nurse, Plumber, Clerk, Farmer, Chemist, Merchant,

Banker, Phys j-cist, Fireman, Judge, Artist, Umpire.

List 2

Baker, Barber, Drugg-ist, Editor, Foreman, Wait.ress ,

Gardener, Butler, Draughtsman, physician, priest,

Mechanic.

l,ISt J

Secretary, Minist.er, .Tanitor, Grocer, Milkman, BuLcher,

Painter, Welder, Chef, Dean, Detective, Jeweller.
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Block 7

LTSL I

Fencingr, Softball, Polo, Rugby, Sailing, poo1, Squash,

Surf ingi, Archery, Fishing, Judo, Boxing-.

List 2

Track, Gol-f, Soccer, Lacrosse, Canoeing, Hiking,

Curling, Croquet, Skiing, Camping, Billiards,

Bullfighting.

LI>L J

Diving, Boating, Racing, Huntinq, Handball, Wrestling,

Bowling, Volleyball, Gymnastics, Cricket, Skatingi,

High-jump.

Block B

LTST I

FÌounder, Porpoise, Carp, piranha, Muskie, EeI, puffer,

Sucker, Goldf ish, SLurg.eon, Black bass.

LISI Z

Crappie, Tarpon, Bullhead, Swordfish, Mackerel, Salmon,

Walleye, Garfish, Marlin, Sardine, Sailfish, Gourami.

lIòL J

Stingray, Tuna, Sunfish, Haddock, Starfish, Guppy,

Picl<erel, Blowf ish, Barracuda, Squid,, Halibut, pike.
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anna¡6li¡ g¿ ivy vr

General Memory Questionnaire

Name

Brief Background Questionnaire :

Pl-ease answer each of the following questions.

Your answers will help us in understanding whether the

outcome of our various memory tests are related to

import.ant j-ndj-vidual difference variables such as

grender or familiarity with English.

I. Your Age _ years

2. Sex female / mal-e (please circle one)

3. Year in University

4. Major

5. Number of university courses completed to

date

6- Are you a Canadian citizen? yes No

7 . Is English your...

a. first. language

b. second language

c. third language

B. How would you rate your ability in English:

a. English is my only or first language

b. ExcellenL

C. ¡'arr



10. How often do you rrse these techniques to remind

How would you rate your

it was. . . . (much worse =

a. one month ago

b. one year ago

c. five years ago

d. ten years ago

yourself about things. . .

a. keep an appoinLmenL book

b. write yourself reminder

notes

c. make lisLs of things Lo

d. make grocery lists

e. have others remind you

f. plan your daily schedule

advance

S. mental repetition

h. associaLion with other

obj ects

l-.

l.

Es tabl i shing Reliability

9l

memory compared to the way

L; much better = 7)

r234567

r234567

r234561

r234567

(always - I, never = 7)

L2
I2

do

7

7

5

5

3

3

1n

L23

r23
L23

]-23

4567
4567

4567

4567

L234561

L234561

keep objects ín the identical

place so you always know

where to find them

J<eep things you need to do

in a prominent place where

you will- notice them
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11. How often do these present a memory problem for
you... (always = L; never = 7)

a. names L 2 3 4 5 6 7

b,. faces L 2 3 4 5 6 7

c. appointments L 2 3 4 5 6 7

d.whereyouputthings(ieKeys) 1 Z 3 4 5 6 l

e. performì-ng.household chores I 2 3 4 5 6 j

f . direct.ion t.o places 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

g.phonenumbersyou'vejust L 2 3 4 5 6 7

checked

h. phone numbers used frequently L 2

i. t.hings people t.ell you L 2

j. keeping up correspondence f 2

k. personal dates ( ie birthdays ) f 2

1. words L 2

m. going to the store and 1- 2

forgetting what you came to buy

n. taking a Lest 1- 2

o. beginning to do something and L 2

forgett.ing what. you were going

to do

34567

34567

34561

34567

34567

34567

34561

34567
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Appendix C

Phase 2 Word List.s

Day I

Block I

Lrst 1

Owl , Quail, Penquin, Wren, pigieon, Chickadee, Lark,

Chicken, Thrush, Parakeet, Warbler, Swan, Condor,

Buzzard, Albatross.

LrfSt ¿

Peacock, Pelican, Finch, Hawk, Vulture, Crane, Dove,

Ostrich, Kingfisher, Oriole, Goldfinch, Falcon

Snowbird, Jay, Grouse.

List 3

Canary, Parrot, Turkey, Blackbird, Goose, Flamingo,

Swallow, Grackle, Raven, Stork, Duck, Starling,

Rooster, Crow, Lovebird.

Lrst 4

Cousj-n, Mother, Nephew, Daught.er, Husband, Sister, Son,

Wif e, Uncle, Brother, Niece, Fat.her, parents, Sibling,

Godson.
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Block 2

List 1

Belgium, Chite, Egypt, Peru, Italy, Mexico, BriLain,

Iraq, Denmark, Laos, Israel, Norway, Japan, Sweden,

freland.

LfST ¿

.loan, Lynne, Nicole, Susan, Donna, Helen, peggy, Gai I ,

Marie, Sal1y, Frances, Janet, Pau1a, phyllis, Alice.

LTST J

Turkey, Hungary, BrazíL, Poland, Vietnam, ScoLland,

AusLraIia, Iran, Bolivia, China, Portugal, panama

Spain, Finland, Greece.

List 4.

ArticIe, CarLoon, Postcard, Poster, Letter, .Journal-,

Tabloid, Review, Digest, Script, Brochure, Booklet.,

Poem, Essay, Report.

Block 3

List 1

Dogfish, Flounder, Porpoise, Eel, Carp, pickerel,

Bluefish, Black bass, Jellyfish, Muskie, piranha,

Sucker, Squid, Cod, Shad.
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LrsL 2

SergteanL, Corporal, Ensign, Officer, yeoman, Major,

Admiral, Commander, Adjutant, Seaman, Brigadier,

Col-onel, Boatswain, Captain, Chaplain.

List 3

Vowels, Clause, Phrases, Syllables, Modifier,

Infinit.ive, Sentences, Participle, Subject, Comma,

Consonant, Predicate, Object, Met.aphor, AnLonym.

List. 4

Stingray, Tuna, Haddock, Starfish, Sunfish, Guppy,

Puffer, BIowfish, Garfish, Sailfish, Barracuda,

Halibut, Ange1, Walleye, Sturgeon.

Block 4

List L

Jacket, Trousers, Girdle, Robe, Chemise, Jeans,

Nightgown, VesL, Nylons, Sandals, Pyjamas, Boots,

Dress, Slacl<s, Jumper.

LfST ¿

Parka, Smock, Bloomers, Tuxedo, Sweater, Suit,

Bermudas, Cape, Overshoes, Blazer, Stockiûgs, Slip

Skirt, Raincoat, Undershirt.

10:L
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List 3

Slippers, Panties, Swimsuit, Mittens, Corset, Gown,

T-shirt, Bathrobe, Cardigan, Lingerie, Shorts, Bra,

Topcoat, Vest, Briefs .

List 4

Gloves, Apron, Belt, Necklace, Ribbon, Tie, Scarf,

Rings, Ascot, Bracelet, Cane, Watch, purse, Hat,

Earmuffs.

Block 5

List I

Thomas, Stephen, Edward, Adam, Roger, Bruce, Jeff,

Tony, Gordon, Duncan, Arthur, Brent, Doug, Daniel,

Mark.

LAST 2

Gene, Darryl, Glenn, Warren, Craigi, Dean, Norman,

Ernie, Patrick, Brian, Lloyd, Stuart, Albert, Walter,

Vince.
I r 

^F 
)

!IÐL J

Plum, Mango, Coconut, Fig, Apricot, Lemon, Grape,

Papaya, Kumquat., Lime, Tomato, Cantaloupe, Nectarine,
Prunes, Cherry.

r02
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List 4

Felony, Homicide, AduJ-tery, Perjury, Blackmail,

Treason, Fraud, Larceny, Arson, Burglary, Forgery t

Suicide, Speeding, Sabotag,e, Lootingr .

Day 2

Block L

List L

Denim, Muslin, Tweed, Chiffon, Suede, Linen, Leather,

Canvas, Velvet Cashmere, Orlon, Crepe, Dacron, Lace,

Brocade.

List.2

Grey, Aqua, Magenta, Crimson, Burg,undy, Beige, pink,

Gold, Nawy, White, Mauve, Lavender, Orchid, Rose,

Brown.

List 3

Butane, Kerosine, Alcohol, Octane, Naphtha, SLeam,

Pet.rol, CharcoaI, Methane, Benzene, Diesel, propane,

Helium, Electricity, Hydrogen.

List. 4

FeIt, Taffeta, Polyester, Flannel, Corduroy, Satin,

Gaberdine, Chamois, Burlap, Velour, Jersey, Mohair,

Gingham, Latex, Argyll.
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Block 2

List L

Axe, Sander, Crowbar, Ladder, Bench, AnviJ-, pliers,

Leveller, File, Hacksaw, Wedge, Stapler, Rufer, Knife,

Glue.

List 2

Drill, Jigsaw, Toolbelt, Square, punch, Sawhorse,

Chisel, Vice, Planer, Toolbox, Ratchet, Lathe, Rasp,

Pencil-, Clamp.

L]SI J

Coqnac, Tequila, Líqueur, Martini, Drambuie, Kaluah,

Screwdriver, Rum, Daiquiri, Manhattan, Gimlet, Tia

Maria, Brandy, Ale, Sake.

LisL 4

Ravine, Crevice, VoIcano, pond, Boulder, Cove, Mead,ow,

Quarry, Isfand, Swamp, Beach, Creek, Canyon, Cavern,

GIacier.

Block 3

Lrst t

Steps, Closet, Cellar, Lobby, Bedroom, Hallway,

Kit.chen, Porch, Attic, Chimney, Fireplace, Nursery,

Ceiling, Banister, Awning-.
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List 2

Rainbow, Twister, Drought, Fog, Cyclone, Thund.er,

Blizzard, Gale, Monsoon, Frost, DrtzzIe, Hailstorm,

SIeet, Wrnd, Tempest.

r i ^L -)
LI>L J

Hal1, Windowsilf , Bat.hroom, Foundation, Wing, Workshop,

Stairway, Den, Entrance, Raf t.ers, Facade, Balcony,

Beams, Shutters, Frame.

List 4

Archery, Fencing, Judo, Rugiby, Boxing, Wrestling,

Squash, Lacrosse, Polo, Cricket., Surfing, Bowlíng,

Handbal-l, Canoeing, Golf .

Block 4

LIST L

Whip, Arrow, Hatchet, Lance, Dagiger, Torpedo, Harpoon,

Catapult, Bolo, Blowgun, Revolver, Wrench, Blackjack,

Sword, Stick.

List.2

Bayonet, Spear, Grenade, fce-Pick, SlingshoL, Chain,

Poison, Sabre, Hammer, Cannon, Boomerang-, St.itetto,

Rock, Sickle, Fists.
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LI>L J

Mace, Pistol, Tomahawk, Rope, .Javelin, Nightstick,

Crowbar, Shotgun, Machete, Scissors, Razor, Scarf,

Tank, Stone, Pitchfork.

LISI 4

Shrine, Pagoda, Monastery, Abbey, Mission, Sanctuary,

RecLory, Catacomb, Basilica, Mosque, Convent, parish,

Chapel, Tabernacl-e, Altar .

Block 5

Lrst I

Psychologist, Nurse, Banker, Clerk, Manag'er, Sailor,

Thief, T\zpist, Designer, Scholar, Athlete, Journalist,

Scientist, Pharmacist , Archit.ect .

LTST ¿

Actor, Janitor, Crit.ic, Judge, pianist, OpLician,

Butler, Florist, Analyst, Chemist, Counsellor,

Biologist, Politician, Economist, physician.

LisL 3

Surgeon, Drug-gist, Attorney, Surveyor, Author, Busboy,

Seamstress, Salesclerk, Accountant, Mailman, Sold.ier,

Violinj-st, AsLronaut, Zoolog,ist, Mortician.
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List 4

Apprentice, Barber, Welder, plumber, Elect.rician,

Mechanic, Blacksmith, Machinist , Cook, But.cher,

Carpenter, Mason, Miner, Mifkman, painter.

Day 3

Block I

List I

Finger, Arms, Torso, Knuckles, Ril:s, Face, Mouth,

Wrist, Calves, Knee, Limbs, Back, Nose, Abdomen, Chest.

Li-st 2

Shin, Waist, Elbow, Chin, Throat, pupi1, Lips, Skin,

Legs, Hip, Shoulders, Foot, Hand, Toe, Belly.

List 3

Thorax, Cheek, Head, Thighs, Scalp, Hair, Ear,

Forehead, Ankle, Thumb, Tooth, Moustache, Nai1, Breast,

Eye.

Lrst 4

Pancreas, Lung, Spleen, Tonsils, Liver, Ovary, Kidney,

Int.estine, Stomach, Arteries, Aorta, Trachea, pharynx,

Bone, Oesophagus.
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Block 2

List I

Rabbit, Puma, Lrzard, Camel, Giraffe, Beaver, Frog,

Snake, Muskrat, Badger, Sheep, Moose, Sloth, Jackal,
Ig,uana.

LfSt 2

Bear, Hamster, Monkey, Skunk, Turtle, Lynx, Zebra, Fo)<,

Antelope, Racoon, Bison, Cobra, Gopher, Weasel,

Salamander.

I ì ôts ¿!IÐL J

Wolf, Panther, Alligator, Ott.er, Walrus, Squirrel,

Coyote, Deer, Goat, Llama, porcupine, Goril-Ia, Ocelot,,

Mink, Opossum.

Lrst 4

Bookcase, Mirror, Bench, piano, SLoo1, Cabinet,

Hassock, Crib, OtLoman, Armchair, Dresser, Hutch,

Rocker, Vanity, Curtains.

Block 3

LISI I

Bugle, Piccolo, Fiddte, Chimes, Banjo, Guitar, Org.an,

Accordion, Bells, Saxophone, Mandolin, Cello, Tuba,

Bass, Cymbals.
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List 2

Oboe, Harmonica, Ukulele, Bonqos, Flute, Trianqle,

Viola, Horn, Xylophone, Harp, Tambourine, Trombone,

Bassoon, Kazoo, Clarinet.

Lrst 3

Turnip, Eggplant, Cabbagte, Beets, Radishes, Rhubarb,

PickIe, Onions, Cucumber, Celery, Tomato, Broccoli,

Spinach, Lettuce, Parsnips.

List 4

Sulphur, Radium, Nickel, Neon, Zinc, Copper, Argon,

Carbon, Chlorine, CobalL, Fluorine, Mercury, Helium,

Lithium, Platinum.

Block 4

LIST J

Cleaver, Baster, Sifter, Toaster, Ladle, Colander,

Skillet, Spatula, Beater, Blender, Glass, Broiler,
Oven, Cup, Sink.

List 2

Wasp, Tick, Worm, Locust, Flea, Tarant.ula, Termíte,

Mot.h, Lice, Ladybug, Hornet, Centipede, Beetle,
Horsefly, Grasshopper.
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I r ^ts )
Lf >L J

Opener, Stove, Scraper, Corkscrew, Chopper, Mixer,

Tongs, Sieve, Kettle, Platter, Roaster, Canister,

Dicer, Saucer, Brush.

Lr-st 4

Spruce, Poplar, Magnolia, Aspen, Bamboo, Linden,

WalnuL, Cherry, Willow, Slzcamore, Chest.nut, Teak,

Hickory, Cedar, Dogwood.

Block 5

List. L

Bungalow, Palace, CoLLage, Cabin, Ig1oo, Hacienda,

Trailer, Rambler, Villa, llepee, Farm, Castle, Hotef,

Lean-to, Abode.

LfSt 2

Parsley, Mint., Anise, Vinegar, Chives, Cloves, Nutmeg,

Curry, Lime, Sesame, Ginger, Oregano, paprika,

A1lspice, Thyme.

LTST J

Clogs, Oxf ords, Thongs, Skis, Loaf ers, Gal-oshes, pumps,

Moccasins, Rubbers, Skates , Flippers, Sneakers, Cleats,
Heels, Flats .


